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REPORT ON MAPPING

In 2017, IDIS “Viitorul”, under the National Busi-
ness Agenda (NBA), in partnership with the 
Chamber of Trade and Industry and with the 
CIPE (Center for International Private Enterprise) 
support, developed the “Business Anti-corrup-
tion Agenda of the Republic of Moldova for 2017 
– 2018”, phrasing five major corruption risks, 
priorities and solutions stated by the business peo-
ple for public authorities, the legal and regulatory 
framework to fight corruption. 

These corruption risks result from the survey con-
ducted last year, involving 511 small and medi-
um-sized companies (the survey can be found at 
www.viitorul.org or at www.anb.viitorul.org), and 
from the discussions held with more than 180 Eco-
nomic Operators from all parts of the country.

One of the corruption risks (Risk V) is represent-
ed by state inspection. Some business people have 
reported multiple problems and abuses committed 
in the course of state inspections. They also stat-
ed that the current system of state inspections is 
focused primarily on punitive measures, imposing 
penalties under any circumstances.

This Report has been developed with the aim to 
show the gaps, problems and risks associated with 
state inspections in greater details, as well as to 
present the solutions, which in the Business view, 
would improve the inspection process. 

The Mapping Report findings are based on the 
statements and perceptions of the business peo-
ple, members of the National Business Agenda 
(NBA), who during March – April 2018 answered 
the questions of a Questionnaire intended to as-
sess the Economic Operators’ experience related to 

state inspections carried out from 28 October 2016 
(when major amendments to Law No.131/2012 
were made) through 30 April 2018.

A new analysis tool – process mapping – has been 
used in this Report. It implies process documen-
tation from the start till the end, having identified 
schematically the process phases, their screening 
to detect the bottlenecks requiring improvements. 
The mapping facilitates understanding the pro-
cesses by those who unroll and monitor them, 
and by those who are affected by such processes. 
Diagrams are used to this end, which show the 
sequence of actions forming a process, the way it 
takes place in reality and how it should take place. 

In our case, we mapped the process of state inspec-
tion conducted in different companies. All phases 
of this process were described in compliance with 
Law No.131/2012 on State Inspection on Business 
Activity. The mapping goes further with defining 
the inspection phases in practice, i.e. from incep-
tion till completion, having highlighted the gaps 
and the problems identified during the process of 
state inspection. Hence, we get a graphical repre-
sentation of how an inspection looks like on paper 
versus in practice. Finally, recommendations have 
been laid down aimed at improving the Economic 
Operators’ inspecting process.

It is worth noting that the analysis of the state in-
spection legal framework has been based on the 
provisions of Law No.131/2012 in the version after 
28.10.2016 when many important amendments 
and addenda made to this Law were enacted. At the 
same time, the regulatory framework and by-laws 
related to Law No.131/2012, which were in force 
during 28.10.2016 – 30.04.2018, were scrutinised 
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to show the amendments made to many regulatory 
acts during 2018 due to the state inspection system 
further reforming.

The state inspection system reform, which was 
launched in 2016, will take time, while its out-
comes will be subject to analysis in a few years af-
ter reform completion and full implementation of 
the new regulatory provisions. However, we deem 
it useful to find out the business perception to this 

end, as an actor and benchmark group to be affect-
ed by the reform impact, especially when the busi-
ness frequently is neither listened to nor consulted 
in the decision-making process. The core objective 
is that the business identifies the state inspection 
system gaps, which generate corruption, and for-
mulate solutions, which, in their vision, would 
mitigate those corruption risks and build up an 
efficient and transparent state inspection system.
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I. Executive Summary

Since 2013, the principles and procedures for or-
ganising and conducting state inspections on 
business activity were merged in a single legal 
document, namely Law No. 131/2012 on State In-
spection on Business Activity, which is binding for 
all public authorities/institutions empowered to 
initiate and conduct inspections. 

The Law comprises also the exemptions stipulated 
for certain Control Bodies. There are public au-
thorities that are governed primarily by their legal 
documents, when the latter outline other princi-
ples and procedures for conducting state inspec-
tions. There are Control Bodies that either are not 
governed by the general inspection rules, as they 
use those rules only in part, or act by derogation 
from some legal requirements. 

Gradually, the number of Control Bodies was re-
duced as an institutional reform took place in the 
area of state inspection on business activity under 
the general context of the public administration 
reform carried out in the Republic of Moldova. 
Following the changes operated in 2016, only 13 
Control Bodies have been maintained out of 33, as 
well as five independent Regulators. 

The present Report covers the analysis of state in-
spections governed by Law No.131/2012 follow-
ing the amendments and addenda enacted after 
28.10.2016. The inspections carried out by the 
State Labour Inspectorate (SLI) and by the Nation-
al Agency for Food Safety (ANSA), including the 
tax inspections carried out by the State Tax Service 
(STS) were subject to an additional review. 

In practice, as per the facts reported by NBA Mem-
bers, the Control Bodies and Inspectors may devi-
ate from the fundamental principles of inspection, 
while the rights of the person subject to inspection 

are infringed. The Moldovan companies perceive 
inspections as having the only goal to penalise them, 
while by the frequency and the way they are carried 
out inspections create barriers to their activity.

Out of 35 interviewed companies, 28 (80% of re-
spondents) mentioned they were subject to state 
inspections during 2016 – 2018. Many compa-
nies were inspected several times over one year, 
while 1/3 of them were subject to more than ten 
inspections. A large majority of inspections were 
unannounced inspections; only 15% of companies 
stated they were not subject to such inspections. 
From the start, this type of inspections is consid-
ered to be “risky” for the business environment, as 
they are initiated based on a petition (submitted 
by competitors or by unfair people), are not sub-
stantiated in many cases and do not require prior 
notification of Economic Operators.

The State Tax Service, the State Labour Inspector-
ate and the National Agency for Food Safety are 
the Control Bodies, which, as per the Economic 
Operators’ opinion, carried out inspections most 
frequently during the aforementioned timeframe. 
The same three Control Bodies were the most off 
track in terms of complying with the legal require-
ments laid down for conducting state inspections. 

If we look at the State Tax Service, except for the 
obligation to enter the inspections into the State 
Register of Inspections, monitor and report them, 
the Tax Code and in-house guidelines cover all 
other specific procedures, methods and operations 
used to organize and conduct tax inspections, 
which differ from the ones covered by the general 
law on inspections. Regarding the State Labour In-
spectorate and the National Agency for Food Safe-
ty, with some exemptions, Law No.131/2012 shall 
apply to all state inspection stages. 
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The business people who participated in the Re-
search/Survey identified certain gaps, problems 
and risks in implementing the requirements set 
for conducting state inspections at each inspection 
phase.

Pre-inspection phase:

	failure to meet the minimum and the maxi-
mum period for sending the Inspection Ap-
proval Form; 

	failure to enter all regular inspection plans into 
the State Register of Inspections; 

	inspection overlapping and duplication. 

Inspection phase:

	carrying out the inspection within the maxi-
mum timeframe provided by the legislation, 
with no need for that; 

	frequent prolongation of the term of unan-
nounced inspections (exceeding the established 
deadline) with no need for that and without 
substantiated reasons;

	soliciting information and documents, which 
are not related to the inspection subject-matter 
(including personal information or data related 
to commercial secrecy); 

	hindering the regular activity performed by the 
Economic Operator in the course of inspection;

	inspectors’ conduct lacking integrity in certain 
situations and their poor professional training.

Post-inspection phase: 

	applying a large number of penalties and re-
strictive measures for an unintended breach, 
which resulted in no material damage and 
which could be addressed by the Economic 
Operator; 

	setting a tight deadline in prescriptions for 
remedying the shortcomings; 

	lack of desirability and willingness to challenge 
the Inspection Protocol and other documents 
issued by the Control Body; 

	using unofficial payments (money and gifts) to 
avoid penalties.

The greatest problem ascertained by the business 
people is the punitive feature of state inspections. 
The current system is focused mainly on penalis-
ing the Economic Operators even when unintend-
ed breaches were committed, which resulted in no 
material damage and which could be addressed 
by Economic Operators. Such approaches trigger 
risks for corruption and enable the Inspectors to 
get certain unfair material advantage. Imperfect 
laws governing the business activity, lack of con-
fidence in the judicial system, frequent interac-
tion with Control Body Inspectors determine the 
attempt to use unofficial means in order to avoid 
penalties to be more attractive and less costly for 
an Economic Operator (money, time, personnel).

To eliminate the identified gaps, problems and 
risks, the Business suggested solutions and recom-
mendations to be taken into account while con-
ducting state inspections at companies:

1. It is necessary to strengthen the informative, 
advisable and preventive feature of an inspec-
tion, through the development of a specific law 
or by including a rule in Law No. 131/2012, ac-
cording to which the first inspection visit car-
ried out by public authorities should be inform-
ative with no penalties or restrictive measures, 
granting the Economic Operator enough time 
to remedy the identified problems.

2. The inspection carried out by the State Tax Ser-
vice shall be in line with the fundamental prin-
ciples, general rules and requirements covered 
by Law No.131/2012 that governs all inspec-
tions.

3. The unannounced inspections carried out by 
the State Labour Inspectorate and by the Na-
tional Agency for Food Safety shall be duly su-
pervised by the State Chancellery as the body 
responsible for inspection oversight, and if al-
leged abuses, illegalities or infringements are 
detected, the empowered bodies shall be noti-
fied. 
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II. Research Methodology

To scrutinise how a state inspection is carried out 
in the Republic of Moldova and how corruption 
risks in the course of state inspections are moni-
tored, 35 interviews were conducted during March 
– April 2018, involving business people, members 
of the National Business Agenda (NBA). In this 
respect, the Economic Operators answered the 
questions compiled in a Questionnaire, covering 
all phases and procedures used to perform state 
inspections on business activity. The questions re-
ferred primarily to inspections carried out in com-
pliance with Law No.131/2012, but also to some in-
spections that are conducted with derogation from 
the legal requirements or are carried out as per the 
procedures referred to in other legal documents.

The Questionnaire comprised both closed and 
open-type questions pursuing the goal to get pre-
cise answers from the interviewed people.

The first part of the Questionnaire covered some 
general information on the number of state in-

spections the Economic Operator was subject to 
during 2016 – 2018 and the Control Bodies that 
visited the company most frequently over the 
same timeframe.

The Questionnaire targeted the collection of data 
on individual experiences derived from the state 
inspections conducted and to find out how the 
process was rolled in reality and identify the bot-
tlenecks, i.e. the problems, concerns and risks. The 
questions referred to the pre-inspection phase, in-
spection phase and post-inspection phase, follow-
ing the substance and procedures outlined by Law 
No.131/2012 for a state inspection, following the 
amendments and addenda enacted on 28.10.2016.

The Questionnaire provided also some space 
where the companies could have phrased propos-
als to improve the state inspections in the future. 
The Respondents formulated the measures to be 
undertaken by companies, Business Associations 
and Government.
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Rural 1 2 1 1
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II. Metodologia cercetării 
 
Pentru a analiza modul de desfă�urare a controlului de stat în Republica Moldova �i riscurile de 
corup�ie în procesul de desfă�urare a controlului,în perioada martie – aprilie 2018, au fost realizate 35 
de interviuri cu oamenii de afaceri din �ară, membri ai Agendei Na�ionale de Business (ANB). În acest 
sens, agen�ii economici au răspuns la întrebările unui chestionar, care se referă la toate etapele �i 
procedurile de desfă�urare a controalelor de stat asupra activită�ii de întreprinzător. Întrebările s-au 
referit la controalele efectuate în conformitate cu legea nr.131/2012, dar �i la unele controale care se 
efectuează cu derogare de la unele cerin�e ale legii sau sunt efectuate conform procedurilor inserate în 
alte acte legislative. 

Chestionarul a constat în întrebări deschise �i închise pentru a ob�ine răspunsuri precise de la cei 
intervieva�i. 

Prima parte a chestionarului constă în informa�ii generale privind numărul controalelor de stat efectuate 
asupra agentului economic în perioada 2016 - 2018 �i organele de control care cel mai des au vizitat 
compania în aceea�i perioadă. 

Scopul chestionarului este de a colecta experien�ele individuale din controalele de stat efectuate �i de a 
afla cum func�ionează în realitate acest proces, de a vedea unde sunt problemele, preocupările �i 
riscurile. Întrebările s-au referit la etapa înainte de control, etapa de control �i post-control, urmând 
esen�a �i procedurile unui control de stat din Republica Moldova, descris în legea nr.131/2012, după 
modificările �i completările intrate în vigoare la 28.10.2016. 

Chestionarul a prevăzut rubrici unde companiile au avut posibilitate de a formula propuneri de 
îmbunătă�ire în viitor a domeniului controalele de stat. Responden�ii au notat măsurile necesare de 
întreprins de către companii, asocia�iile de afaceri �i Guvern. 

Ultima parte a chestionarului constă în informa�ii generale privind numele �i activitatea societă�ilor 
intervievate, cum ar fi domeniul de activitate, anii de experien�ă, numărul de angaja�i, mărimea 
întreprinderii �i mediul de re�edin�ă.  

Este necesar să remarcăm că aceste informa�ii generale, din varii motive, inclusiv frica de represalii, nu 
au fost completate în întregime de toate întreprinderile intervievate. În continuare vom prezenta date 
statistice în baza informa�iilor disponibile. 

Întreprinderile intervievate reprezintă sectoare diferite, precum: agricultura (fabricarea produc�iei 
alcoolice, procesarea mierii de albine, etc.), comer�ul, servicii (transport, consultan�ă, etc.), industria 
u�oară, textile, etc.  

În ceea ce prive�te mărimea companiilor intervievate, acestea au fost de toate dimensiunile: întreprinderi 
micro, mici, mijlocii �i mari. Mai precis, 
4 dintre întreprinderile intervievate sunt 
micro companii, 11 sunt întreprinderi 
mici, 8 sunt mijlocii, iar 6 dintre ele sunt 
companii mari. Din datele completate, 24 
întreprinderi î�i au re�edin�a în mediul 
urban, iar 5 au notat că au sediul în 
localită�i rurale. 

Ca remarcă generală subliniem faptul că 
întreprinderile, în majoritatea cazurilor, au 
fost destul de reticente să ofere o imagine reală a situa�iei, în timp ce câteva companii au fost foarte 
deschise �i gata să î�i împărtă�ească experien�ele referitor la procesul de desfă�urare a controlului de 
stat, indicând problemele �i preocupările reale �i oferind recomandări utile pentru posibilele viitoare 
schimbări. 

 

 

 

Small Medium LargeMicro
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The last part of the Questionnaire covered some 
general information about the name and activity of 
the interviewed companies, such as the field of oper-
ation, years of work experience, the number of em-
ployees, the undertaking size and the residence area. 
It is noteworthy mentioning that the general infor-
mation, due to different reasons, including the fear of 
reprisals, was not completed in full by all interviewed 
undertakings. Further we would present some statis-
tics derived from the available information.

The interviewed undertakings represent different 
sectors, such as agriculture (manufacturing alco-
holic products, honey processing, etc.), trade, ser-
vices (transportation, consulting, etc.), light indus-
try, textile, etc. 

As for the size of the interviewed companies, the 
latter covered a whole range, including micro, 

small, medium and large-sized undertakings. 
More precisely, out of the interviewed undertak-
ings, four were micro companies, 11 were small 
undertakings, and eight were medium firms, while 
six were large companies.

Based on the inserted data, 24 undertakings reside 
in the urban area, while five have stated their offic-
es are located in rural settlements. 

As a general remark, we should underline that in 
most cases the undertakings were pretty reticent 
to offer a real picture of the situation, while some 
companies were open and eager to share their ex-
perience regarding the state inspection process, 
having stated their real problems and concerns, 
and phrased useful recommendations for poten-
tial changes in the future.
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III. Conducting State Inspections on 
Business Activity

3.1. Legal Analysis of the State Inspection Process

3.1.1. Overview

The legal and institutional framework in the area 
of state inspections on business activity (herein-
after referred to as the inspection) is covered by 
Law No.131 of 08.06.2012 on State Inspection 
on Business Activity (hereinafter referred to as 
Law No.131/2012), which entered into force on 
01.03.2013. The Law outlines the fundamental 
principles and governs the whole inspection pro-
cess.

It is worth mentioning that in 2016 the Govern-
ment launched the public administration reform 
process in the Republic of Moldova. To this end, 
the Public Administration Reform Strategy for 
2016-20201 was approved, which comprises an Ac-
tion Plan for 2016-20182. The Strategy in question 
is to be implemented in several stages, involving 
both the central and the local public administra-
tion. The reform was started with the optimization 
of the number of ministries and public authorities, 
followed by the reform of public agencies, current-
ly ongoing. 

In the given context we shall mention also the re-
form of the state inspection system on business 
activity in the Republic of Moldova. According to 

1 Government Decision No.911 of 25.07.2016.
2 Government Decision No.1351 of 15.12.2016.

the authors’ vision, the reform pursues the goal to 
mitigate the administrative burden on the business 
environment, eliminate the abusive arrangements 
and make the state inspection process more trans-
parent.

This reform has been already conducted in several 
stages, namely:

• Stage I – adopting Law No. 230 of 23.09.2016 
on amendments and addenda made to some 
legislative documents, in force as of 28.10.2016;

• Stage II – adopting Law No. 185 din 21.09.2017 
on amendments and addenda made to some 
legislative documents, in force as of 27.10.2017;

• Stage III – reorganising the control bodies 
(September – November 2017);

• Stage IV – revising the Rules of Procedure of 
the established control bodies or approving 
new Rules of Procedure, as appropriate (De-
cember 2017– July 2018);

• Stage V – approving the state inspection by-
laws on business activity.

As a result, the state inspection bodies and the 
procedures for conducting state inspections are 
currently under the transition period to complete 
the new regulatory framework on state inspection. 
This regulatory framework is not fully-fledged yet 
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as not all the required tools to ensure its operability are in place. Besides, no adjustments have been made 
to the related legal framework and not all by-laws have been developed yet.

The Annex to Law No.131/2012 defines the public authorities / institutions empowered to initiate and 
conduct inspections. Nowadays, the list comprises 13 Control Bodies. The same Annex displays five public 
authorities that apply the provisions of Law No.131/2012 to the extent that does not contravene the legal 
provisions on inspections and monitoring thereof. At the same time, the Law does not apply to some Con-
trol Bodies, applies partially or with derogation from some legal requirements.

Table 1. List of Authorities according to Law No.131/2012.

Authorities 
covered by Law

Authorities that 
apply the Law if 

the latter does not 
contravene the law 

that governs the 
Authority activity

Authorities not 
covered by 

Law
Authorities applying the Law 

partially

1 National Agency for 
Food Safety

National Agency for 
Energy Regulation

Prosecuting 
authorities 

The customs Control Bodies apply 
the Law only during the subsequent 
customs control through post-
clearance inspection and only to the 
part related to inspection registration, 
monitoring and reporting in the State 
Register of Inspections

2 Agency for 
Consumer 
Protection and 
Market Surveillance

National Agency 
for Regulation 
in Electronic 
Communications 
and Information 
Technology

Public audit 
bodies in the 
area of forma-
tion, adminis-
tration and use 
of public money 
and adminis-
tration of public 
wealth

The State Tax Service applies the Law 
only to the part related to inspection 
registration, monitoring and reporting 
in the State Register of Inspections

3 Agency for 
Technical 
Supervision

 Audiovisual 
Coordinating 
Council 

Control bodies 
in the financial 
area (banking 
and non-
banking)

The Control Bodies in the area of 
transportation (inspection of transport-
ing operations, road vehicles, rolling 
stock, aircrafts and ships) do not apply 
the Law to the part related to inspection 
planning, producing Inspection Plans 
and their periodicity, inspection initia-
tion and notification, the content and 
procedure for issuing /registering an 
Inspection Approval Form 

4 National Agency for 
Public Health

Competition Council Control bodies 
of state border 
crossing 

The National Agency for Food Safety 
(in case of conducting inspections 
based on Law No.50/2013 and in 
case of conducting inspections to 
check compliance with the legislation 
in terms of occupational safety) does 
not apply the provisions related to the 
notification of the Inspection Approval 
Form at least five business days prior 
to the day of inspection
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Authorities 
covered by Law

Authorities that 
apply the Law if 

the latter does not 
contravene the law 

that governs the 
Authority activity

Authorities not 
covered by 

Law
Authorities applying the Law 

partially

5 Environment 
Protection 
Inspectorate

National Agency 
for Regulation 
of Nuclear and 
Radiological 
Activities

The Control Bodies inspecting com-
pliance with the legislation in terms of 
occupational safety and employment re-
lationships do not apply the provisions 
related to the notification of the Inspec-
tion Approval Form at least five busi-
ness days prior to the day of inspection 

6 Customs Service

7 State Tax Service

8 National Agency for 
Road Transportation 

9 Civil Aviation 
Authority 

10 Naval Agency 

11 National Centre 
for Personal Data 
Protection 

12 State Labour 
Inspectorate

13 National Agency for 
Quality Assurance in 
Vocational Education 

The Law provides a range of fundamental prin-
ciples and general rules underpinning all inspec-
tions. Those principles and rules shall guide the 
Control Bodies and Inspectors in their activity to 
act within the limits and in strict compliance with 
the legal requirements and observe the rights of 
Economic Operators subject to inspection.

According to the Law, inspections shall be a pre-
ventive measure and, therefore, the focus shall be 
placed on inspection advisory/consulting feature. 
The Control Body shall not be entitled to initiate 
an inspection at a company unless all other ways of 
checking its compliance with the legislation have 
been exhausted. Moreover, the Law underlines 
the advisory feature of inspections planned to be 

conducted during the first three years of activity 
as of the date of state registration of an individu-
al involved in business activity, without applying 
penalties or restrictive measures.

At all inspection phases the Control Bodies and In-
spectors shall have the obligation to act objectively 
and impartially, in strict conformity with the legal 
requirements, having observed the principle of in-
spection proportionality and opportunity. From the 
other hand, the Law provides a series of rights and 
guarantees for the companies subject to inspection. 
From the very beginning these shall be presumed as 
of good faith, have the right to challenge any deed 
or document produced by the Inspector and ask for 
remedying the damage caused. According to Law 
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No.131/2012, an inspection shall not affect and/
or suspend the company work; at the same time, 
it is forbidden to overlap the scope of inspection 
amongst the Control Bodies. 

In the course of inspection, the Control Body may 
require only the information the company must 
hold and provide as per the legislation. The Con-
trol Body shall not be entitled to initiate the in-
spection if the information necessary to corrobo-
rate compliance with the legislation is already held 
by it or could be obtained from other control and/
or oversight bodies, from official registers or from 
other sources available to the body concerned.

Based on the provisions of Law No.131/2012, an in-
spection shall be initiated only following the risk anal-
ysis and assessment. To this end, in 2013 the general 
Methodology for planning state inspections on busi-
ness activity was approved on the basis of risk criteria 
subject to consideration3, subsequently replaced by 
Government Decision No.379 of 25.04.2018, which 
approved the General State Inspection Methodology 
on Business Activity based on risk analysis and the 
Rules for developing, approving and using the check 
lists within state inspections on business activity. The 
Methodology substance relies on the distribution of 
the most important risk criteria relevant for the in-
spection area, and assigning the appropriate score 
as per a pre-defined scale, the score being reported 
against the weight of each criterion depending on 
its relevance for the general risk level. The scores 
assigned to each criterion are estimated for each 
company subject to inspection, being followed by a 
ranking developed on the basis of obtained scores in 
accordance with the appraised individual risk level. 
The latter is used to identify the frequency and inten-
sity of inspections to be carried out at the respective 
company. 

The Control Bodies covered by the provisions of 
Law No.131/2012, on the basis of the 2013 Meth-
odology, should have developed the Methodolo-
gies for inspection planning and submit them to 
the Government for approval following the anal-
ysis of risk criteria for the scope of inspection as-
3  Government Decision No.694 of 5.09.2013. 

signed to them by law. Following the revision of 
the 2018 regulatory framework, the control bodies 
shall be required to revise their sectoral methodol-
ogies in compliance with the General Methodolo-
gy approved on 25.04.2018.

One of the fundamental principles covered by Law 
No.131/2012 is the obligation to keep records on all 
inspection actions and documents. In this respect, in 
2013 the Regulation on State Register of Inspections 
was approved, as well as the registers of inspections 
maintained by the Control Bodies4, replaced by the 
Regulation on keeping the State Register of Inspec-
tions approved by Government Decision No.464 of 
23.05.2018. This Regulation defines the procedures 
and mechanism for registering and keeping records 
on state inspections on business activity, maintain-
ing databases, the information and IT systems that 
store and process the data on planned inspections 
and on the conducted unannounced inspections. 
The Regulation was aimed to enhance inspection 
transparency by providing the information related 
to inspections carried out by the Control Bodies to 
all interested people.

As the authority that monitors inspections, the 
State Chancellery developed and launched the au-
tomated information system “State Register of In-
spections”, and the Government Portal of state in-
spections on business activity (www.controale.gov.
md) was created. The State Register of Inspections 
represents the platform that shall contain the data 
on all inspection phases: from the inspection plan 
to its outcomes and the appeals/complaints lodged 
by entities/people subject to inspection.

Following the amendments and addenda made to 
the regulatory framework in 2018, the process of 
updating the State Register of Inspections has been 
launched as its previous version failed to meet the 
requirements stipulated by Law No.131/2012. Like-
wise, Government Decision No.464 of 23.05.2018 
approved single templates for the annual Inspec-
tion Plan, Inspection Approval Form and Inspec-
tion Protocol.

4  Government Decision No.147 of 25.02.2013.

http://www.controale.gov.md
http://www.controale.gov.md
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cele inopinate efectuate. Scopul Regulamentului consta în sporirea transparenţei acţiunilor de control prin 
furnizarea către toate persoanele interesate a informaţiilor aferente controalelor efectuate de organele de 
control. 

În calitate de autoritate de monitorizare a controalelor, Cancelaria de Stat a elaborat �i lansat sistemul 
informa�ional automatizat „Registrul de stat al controalelor”, fiind creat portalul guvernamental al 
controalelor de stat asupra activităţii de întreprinzător www.controale.gov.md. Acest Registru reprezintă 
platforma care trebuie să conţină datele privind toate etapele controlului de la planul de control până la 
rezultatele acestuia �i contesta�iile făcute de persoanele supuse controlului. 
După modificările �i completările cadrului normativ, operate în anul 2018, a început procesul de  
actualizare a Registrului de stat al controalelor, or, versiunea anterioară a acestuia nu mai corespunde 
rigorilor legii nr.131/2012. La fel, prin Hotărârea Guvernului nr.464 din 23.05.2018 a fost aprobat �i 
modelul unic al planului anual al controalelor, delega�iei de control �i cel al procesului-verbal de 
control. 
Toate prevederile �i cerin�ele referitor la controlul de stat cuprinse în legea nr.131/2012, se aplică celor 
2 forme de control existente: control planificat �i control inopinat. Primul este un control efectuat 
conform planului anual al controalelor, în baza analizei �i evaluării conform criteriilor de risc, care se 
efectuează cu scopul verificării respectării cerin�elor stabilite de legisla�ie, iar control inopinat este 
controlul care nu este inclus în planul anual al controalelor, care se efectuează, la fel, în baza analizei 
riscurilor, cu scopul de a constata respectarea legisla�iei �i care este ini�iat în situa�iile descrise expres 
în legea nr.131/2012.  
  
3.1.2. Înainte de control 
Planul controalelor 
În ce prive�te controlul planificat, organul de control întocmeşte anual planul controalelor pentru anul 
următor. Planul controalelor se întocme�te în baza criteriilor de risc stabilite conform particularită�ilor 
obiectului controlului, companiilor supuse controlului �i ale raporturilor anterioare cu organul de control 
(data efectuării ultimului control, încălcări anterioare). La întocmirea planului se �ine cont dacă în anul 
curent deja a fost efectuat un control inopinat la aceea�i companie, se contrapune cu planurile altor 
organe de control �i se coordonează efectuarea controalelor comune.  

Planul indică ordinea în care companiile vor fi controlate, fiind în ordine descrescătoare a punctajului de 
risc, de la cel mai înalt grad de risc la cel mai scăzut, cu indicarea trimestrului în care e preconizat 
controlul. Organul de control este obligat să respecte ordinea de executare stabilită în plan.  

Planul controalelor se înregistrează de către fiecare organ de control în Registrul de stat al controalelor 
până la data de 1 decembrie a anului care precede anul calendaristic la care se referă planul. Organele de 
control nu sunt în drept să modifice ordinea controalelor planificate după înregistrarea �i publicarea 
planului şi/sau să efectueze controale planificate în cazul în care acestea nu au fost incluse în plan.  

Delegația de control 
În temeiul planului controalelor, aprobat �i înregistrat, organul de control întocme�te delega�ia de 
control. Delega�ia va con�ine următoarele: 

numărul și data 
emiterii

date de identificare a 
organului de control 

emitent

trimitere la prevederile legale 
care, în mod expres, acordă 
organului respectiv atribuția 

de control în cazul pentru 
care se emite delegația

tipul controlului și temeiul 
inițierii lui (planificat -numărul 

planului controalelor, data 
aprobării și locul publicării; 

inopinat - prevederea aplicabilă 
de la art.19)

date despre inspectori 
(nume, prenume, 
funcția deținută)

date despre persoana supusă 
controlului (denumirea/numele; 

codul fiscal; sediul/adresa 
subdiviziunii controlate, alte 

date)

obiectul/obiectele care 
urmează a fi supuse 

controlului

scopul, metoda de control și 
aspectele ce urmează a fi 

verificate, trimitere la lista 
de verificare și actul 

normativ de aprobare a 
acestei liste

data începerii 
controlului și durata 

preconizată a acestuia

 Figure 1. Inspection Approval Form.

All the provisions and requirements regarding the 
state inspection covered by Law No.131/2012 shall 
apply to those two existing types of inspections: 
planned inspections and unannounced inspec-
tions. The first type is an inspection conducted 
as per the annual Inspection Plan, which was de-
veloped on the basis of risk criteria analysis and 
assessment, to check the compliance with the re-
quirements stipulated by the legislation, while the 
unannounced inspection is an inspection that was 
not included in the annual Inspection Plan, which 
shall be conducted also on the basis of risk anal-
ysis to check the compliance with the legislation, 
which shall be initiated in the circumstances ex-
pressly described by Law No.131/2012.

3.1.2. Pre-inspection 

Inspection Plans

With regards to planned inspections, the Control 
Body shall produce an Inspection Plan for the up-
coming year. The Inspection Plan shall be prepared 
on the basis of risk criteria determined as per the 
peculiarities of inspection subject-matters, com-
panies subject to inspection and their previous re-
lationships with the Control Body (the date of last 
inspection, previous breaches). Upon the Plan de-

velopment it is required to take into account if an 
unannounced inspection has been already conduct-
ed at the same company; the Inspection Plan shall 
be cross-checked with the plans of other Control 
Bodies, having coordinated the joint inspections. 

The Plan shall indicate the sequence of subjecting 
the companies to inspection, in a downward or-
der of the risk score, from the highest to the lowest 
degree, showing the quarter when the inspection 
would be conducted. The Control Body shall ob-
serve the sequence set in the Plan. 

Each body empowered with inspection functions 
shall enter its Inspection Plan into the State Reg-
ister of Inspections by 01 December of the year 
preceding the calendar year the Inspection Plan 
refers to. Likewise, the Inspection Plans shall be 
published on the Control Body WEB page. The 
Control Bodies shall not be entitled to change the 
sequence of planned inspections after their reg-
istration and after the publication of the Inspec-
tion Plans, and/or to conduct planned inspections 
when such were not included in the Plan. 

Inspection Approval Form

On the basis of approved and recorded Inspection 
Plans, the Control Body shall produce an Inspec-

number and date of 
issuance

identification data of 
the issuing Control 

Body

reference to the legal provisions that 
assign expressly the corresponding 
body with inspection functions in 
the case for which the Inspection 

Approval Form is issued

type of inspection and the reason of its 
launch (planned - the number of In-

spection Plan, date of its approval and 
where it was published; unannounced 

- applicable provision of Art.19)

data about Inspectors 
(full name, job 

position/function)

the date of starting 
the inspection and its 

envisaged duration

goal, inspection method 
and matters to be checked, 
reference to the check list 
and regulatory document  

approving this list

object/objects to be 
inspected

data about the person subject 
to inspection (name; TIN; 

office/address of the inspected 
subdivision, other data)
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tion Approval Form. The latter shall contain the 
following information:

The Control Body shall send a copy of the Inspec-
tion Approval Form to the company via any means, 
including a copy signed using the advanced qual-
ified electronic signature, so that there are at least 
five business days between the date of receiving the 
copy and the date of inspection commencement, 
but not more than 15 business days. 

It is worth mentioning that a Control Body shall 
not be entitled to conduct more than one planned 
inspection at the same company during a calendar 
year or at the same premises of inspection when the 
company holds several distinct premises located sep-
arately from the headquarters and from other spac-
es. An exemption from this rule is the case when a 
higher frequency of inspections is imposed as per the 
inspection planning methodology based on risk cri-
teria, applied to the scope of inspection concerned.

In case of unannounced inspections an Inspection 
Approval Form shall be produced, as well as the 
Note stating the reasons, on which basis the Form 
was issued, pursuing the goal to cut down the num-
ber of unannounced arbitrary inspections. The 
Note to initiate an unannounced inspection shall 
substantiate the need for an intervention by stating 
detailed circumstances and the information gov-
erning the conclusions and actions taken by the 
Control Body, the possible breaches resulting from 
the information and evidence held prior to initiat-
ing an inspection and reasonable estimation of the 
danger and consequences in case the Control Body 
does not intervene. At the beginning of the inspec-
tion, a copy of the Inspection Approval Form along 
with the Note stating the reasons shall be handed to 
the person subject to inspection, against signature.

Law No.131/2012 stipulates the reasons and condi-
tions based on which unannounced inspections shall 
be conducted. Hence, the Control Body may decide 
to conduct unannounced inspections only when it:

I. holds information/indications, supported by ev-
idence held by Control Bodies about degraded 

situations, incidents or severe breaches of secu-
rity or safety rules that may trigger an imminent 
and immediate danger for the environment, for 
the life, health and property of people, provided 
the conditions outlined below are met:
− the need to initiate an inspection is reasoned 

in advance;
− it could be reasonably identified that only an 

unannounced intervention through inspec-
tion could prevent and/or stop the breaches 
and mitigate substantially the damage al-
ready caused;

II. checks the information, which, as per the law, 
must be reported, provided the conditions out-
lined below are met: 
− the information concerned was not submit-

ted by the deadline provided by law/regula-
tory act;

− the body empowered with inspection func-
tions or the body responsible for receiving 
the corresponding information did not re-
ceive a supporting notification from the 
company, which was supposed to timely re-
port the information and/or the company in 
question did not respond to an announce-
ment made by the responsible body within a 
reasonable timeframe;

III. checks the information derived during anoth-
er inspection at a businessman the inspected 
company had previous economic relations 
with, provided the conditions outlined below 
are met:
− the businessman refuses to submit the in-

formation concerned;
− there is no other way to get the information 

concerned;
− the information in question is decisive and 

indispensible for attaining the goal of in-
spection initiated before;

IV. was requested directly by the company to be 
subject to inspection.
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The inspection may be conducted only by the In-
spectors specified expressly in the Inspection Ap-
proval Form without any conflict of interest as per 
the law5, and only during the work schedule of the 
company subject to inspection or of its subdivision.

When the aforementioned conditions (to start the 
inspection, to appoint the Inspectors and to set the 
timeframe for conducting the inspection) are not 
met, the company shall be entitled to prohibit any 
access to its premises, refuse any cooperation with 
the person who pretends to be an Inspector and re-
sort to Police support to evict the person in question 
from the premises. At the same time, it shall notify 
the State Chancellery about the breaches detected.

Law No.131/2012 stipulates a derogation from the 
conditions for starting an inspection, namely in 
cases stipulated expressly by special law and if it is 
necessary for the selected inspection method, the 
Inspectors may disclose their identity and hand a 
copy of the Inspection Approval Form after con-
ducting the inspection, but before producing and 
signing the Inspection Protocol. The possibility to 
hand the Inspection Approval Form afterwards is 
mentioned also in the Form text prior to its ap-
proval by the Management of the Control Body.

5 Law No.16 of 15.02.2008. 

Inspection Duration

The inspection duration, regardless of its type, 
shall not exceed five calendar days since the date 
of its inception; otherwise the Inspection Approval 
Form becomes void. By way of exception, in case 
of unannounced inspections, the five-day period 
can be prolonged by five more days by the Manage-
ment of the Control Body based on a substantiated 
decision that may be challenged by the company.

The planned inspection that was not started within 
15 business days after sending a copy of the Inspec-
tion Approval Form and the unannounced inspec-
tion that was not started on the date stated in the In-
spection Approval Form, regardless of the invoked 
reason, cannot be conducted subsequently, and the 
Inspection Approval Form becomes void.

The Law stipulates guarantees in favour of the 
company subject to inspection. If the period stated 
in the Form has not expired yet, but it becomes 
evident that the Inspector’s possibilities to conduct 
the inspection have been exhausted, the inspection 
procedure shall be closed.

During the inspection, both Inspectors and Eco-
nomic Operators shall have a series of rights and 
liabilities, namely:

3.1.3. Inspection phase

The Inspector shall have the right to start an inspection only when the following conditions are met 
cumulatively:

Table 2. The conditions to start an inspection.

Planned inspection Unannounced inspection 

1 presentation of ID card presentation of ID card

2 handing a copy of the Inspection Approval Form 
(at least five business days before the date of 
starting the inspection)

handing a copy of the Inspection Approval 
Form with a Note stating the reasons (at the 
beginning of the inspection)

3 the expiry of the minimum period of five 
business days after sending the copy of the 
Inspection Approval Form 

there is evidence proving there is one or several 
reasons to conduct unannounced inspections

4 registration of the Inspection Approval Form in 
the State Register of Inspections
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Table 3. Rights and liabilities in the course of inspection.

1. to enter any room used by the businessman in his/her activity 
(if it is the domicile, then only with the permission of the legal 
owner or with the police support);

2. to solicit information, certificates, licences, authorisations and 
other mandatory documents relevant for the object of inspec-
tion;

3. to make copies, take photos or make video records of docu-
ments or of other objects bearing information;

4. to inspect and to measure goods (to open packages, to break 
seals), to take samples from them, recording the information 
about taking samples in the Inspection Protocol; 

5. to inspect transportation means (if they are the inspection 
subject-matter or there is information that they may contain 
goods which are the inspection subject-matter). 

1. to verify the Inspection Approval Form and take note of the 
Inspector’s ID card; 

2. to be informed regarding his/her rights and obligations; 
3. to challenge the Inspectors’ actions; 
4. to submit evidence and explanations in his/her favour; 
5. to require attaching any documents or their copies to the in-

spection document, having the right to affix the signature and 
give written explanations, as well as to ask including in the In-
spection Protocol of mentions regarding some facts or rights/
obligations;

6. to solicit once, in duly justified cases, suspending or postpon-
ing the inspection for another period in case the inspection 
would affect its regular operation, lead to suspending the work 
or when due to objective reasons, he/she cannot be the sub-
ject to inspection;

7. to take note of the Inspection Protocol and of other docu-
ments produced in the course of inspection;

8. to attend personally or via his/her representative the inspection;
9. to obtain free-of-charge and authorized access to all informa-

tion and documents related to the inspection conducted or to 
be conducted at his/her premises, including through the State 
Register of Inspections;

10. to write down his/her email so that the Control Body may send all 
notifications and information/documents related to inspection.

1. to inform the company about its rights and obligations;
2. to make available, in electronic layout or hard copy, all regu-

latory documents to be used in the course of inspection and 
underpin it;

3. to provide the support necessary for understanding the provi-
sions of regulatory documents on which basis the inspection 
is conducted;

4. to assess objectively and equidistantly all the matters related 
to the conduct of inspection;

5. to ensure the integrity of company goods and documentation;
6. to present the ID card and allow the Economic Operator to 

take note of it; 
7. to disclose no information about the content of documents 

and data of which knowledge was acquired in the course of 
inspection, except for the case of collaboration with other 
Control Bodies; 

8. to attach to the Inspection Protocol any documents or copies 
of them and written explanations provided by the company 
and/or by its employees; 

9. to produce the Inspection Protocol and hand in a copy of it; 
10. to require and consider no documents and information that 

are not related to his/her competence and are not relevant 
for the inspection subject-matter;

11. to perform no checks of matters that, as per the law, are the 
inspection subject-matter of other Control Bodies or are not 
indicated in the Protocol and in the Inspection Approval Form; 

12. to conduct, in case of unannounced inspection, no inspec-
tions in the absence of company representatives, if there are 
reasons to consider that their absence is unjustified; 

13. to solicit no resources (premises, transportation, computers, 
Xerox machines, consumables, etc.) and use them without 
the person’s consent; 

14. to seize no goods, equipment, documents, data storage de-
vices, computers or other objects bearing information; 

15. to solicit no information that the company provided previous-
ly to the Control Body and no data that are not related to the 
inspection subject-matter;

16. to apply no restrictive measures and/or administrative pen-
alties for the breaches detected in the course of inspection, 
which was conducted with the breach of the limits stated by 
law.

1. to submit documents and information directly related to the 
inspection subject-matter, requested by the Inspectors to con-
duct the inspection;

2. to grant access to Inspectors to its offices during the work 
schedule; 

3. to ensure, upon the initiation of inspection and throughout the 
inspection the presence of Management or its representative; 

4. to cooperate with the Inspector and contribute to the exercise 
of his/her rights; 

5. to refuse cooperation within the limit and to the extent possi-
ble when the Inspector’s request conflicts with the confidenti-
ality obligation of the person subject to inspection.

Rights

Liabilities
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Prescriptions 
(Recommendations)

Prescriptions 
(Recommendations)

Prescriptions 
(Recommendations)
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Penalties 

as well and/or 
Restrictive measures

Penalties
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Figure 2. Levels of Breaches.
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3.1.4. Post-inspection Phase

Inspection Protocol 

The inspection procedure shall end with an In-
spection Protocol prepared in duplicate that shall 
be numbered and signed on each page by all In-
spectors who conducted the inspection and by the 
company subject to inspection. A copy of the In-
spection Protocol shall be handed to the company, 
inserting a mention in this regard on the second 
copy, confirmed by the signature of the person 
who received it. The second copy of the Inspection 
Protocol shall be submitted to the Management of 
the Control Body for consideration and approval 
of the decision.

The Inspection Protocol shall comprise a facts-find-
ing part, a prescriptive part and a penalising part. 
It shall include all information regarding the in-
spection carried out, the procedures applied and 
the findings, prescriptions and recommendations 
formulated on the basis of findings, the restrictive 
measures applied and the penalties set out as a re-
sult of inspection.

Within ten business days after signing the Inspec-
tion Protocol, the company shall have the right to 
submit its disagreement with the Protocol, bring-
ing in additional evidence to confirm its position. 

The Inspector shall review the submitted materials 
and, where appropriate, produce an additional In-
spection Protocol, without making any rectifica-
tions in the main document. The right to submit a 
disagreement shall neither affect nor limit the pos-
sibility to challenge the Inspection Protocol in the 
manner provided by law. The Inspection Protocol 
shall enter into force on the date of its communi-
cation to the company in question provided it has 
not been challenged.

If the Inspection Protocol ascertains a breach, it 
shall replace the Protocol identifying the breach, 
having similar legal regime and force. If the de-
tected breaches contain indications of an offence, 
criminal proceedings shall be filed and sent to 
prosecution, having attached mandatorily all the 
materials related to the inspection concerned.

Prescription

If breaches of legislation were detected in the 
course of inspection, but they are not offences, 
the Control Body shall include a prescription in 
the Inspection Protocol aimed at remedying the 
breaches. The law stipulates and defines three lev-
els of legal breaches: minor, serious and severe. 
Depending on the breach level, prescriptions (rec-
ommendations) may be issued, as well as addi-
tional penalties and/or restrictive measures.
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Figure 3. Challenges/ Appeals/ Complaints

Inspector’s actions 
and inactions

Inspection 
Protocol

Decision to prolong 
the inspection 

duration

Inspection 
Approval Form

 

CHALLENGES/
COMPLAINTS

6 Law No.235 of 20.07.2006.
7 Code No.218 of 24.10.2008.

The company shall be required to remove the 
breaches stated expressly in the prescription with-
in the prescribed deadline. The Control Body shall 
be required to set the deadline for fulfilling the 
prescription, taking into account the complexity 
of actions to be undertaken, the level of threats 
caused by the breaches, which shall be removed, 
the company possibilities to undertake the pre-
scribed actions, as well as the previous prescrip-
tions issued in similar cases.

If the company fails to remove the breaches of leg-
islation within the prescribed deadline, the Con-
trol Body that issued the prescription, depending 
on the identified level of threats, may issue another 
prescription, with or without restrictive measures, 
and/or may impose penalties provided by law. If 
the Inspector ascertained that the breaches were 
removed, the penalties imposed on the company 
as per the law may be lifted in full or in part.

By restrictive measures it is meant actions and/or 
inactions imposed by the Control Body with the 
aim to remove or mitigate an imminent and im-
mediate danger for the environment, life, health 
and wealth of people, identified in the course of 
inspection. Depending on the provisions of spe-
cial laws, these measures shall be prescribed to the 
company as restrictions imposed on certain activi-
ties; on using or making available certain goods to 
consumers or as imposed actions, and can be iden-
tified as corrective measures, coercive measures or 
procedural restraining measures. 

The restrictive measures can be imposed for a lim-
ited period stated expressly by the Control Body in 
the prescription. These measures shall expire once 
the prescription was fulfilled, i.e. the indicated 
breaches were removed, or on the date of suspend-
ing and/or repealing the prescription by the issuing 
body, hierarchically superior body or by courts. 
Suspending or withdrawing a permissive document 
and/or a licence may be prescribed through a re-
strictive measure. In such cases, the Control Body 
shall be required to address, within three business 
days, to a competent court to validate the prescrip-
tion of suspending and/or withdrawing the permis-
sive document and/or in compliance with the pro-
cedure established by the legislation6. 

Challenges/ Appeals/Complaints

Law No.131/2012 provides the company with the 
possibility to challenge/appeal any document, ac-
tion and inaction of the Control Body. If the com-
pany considers that one of its rights recognized by 
law was affected by the Inspection Approval Form, 
the decision to prolong the duration of inspection 
or by the Inspection Protocol, or by inspector’s ac-
tions or inactions, it shall be entitled to challenge 
them, in full or in part, by having lodged to this end 
a written preliminary request to the Control Body. 
Exception is made for the Inspection Protocol con-
taining an alleged administrative offence, which can 
be challenged as per the procedures laid down by 
the Contravention Code7. Likewise, the Economic 
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8 Law No.793 of 10.02.2000.

9 Law No. 230 of 23.09.2016.
10 Law No. 295 of 21.12.2017.
11 Government Decision No. 380 of 25.04.2018.
12 State Tax Service Written Order No. 327 of 14.06.2018.

Operator shall have the possibility to challenge, in 
written form, the actions and inactions of Inspec-
tors to the Management of the Control Body.

Regarding the inspection documents that contain 
no prescriptions or restrictive measures, the pre-
liminary request to challenge the actions/inactions 
of Inspectors shall be lodged within 30 days from 
the date when the company got or should have got 
acquainted with those documents. For the Inspec-
tion Protocol containing a restrictive measure to 
suspend the Economic Operator activity, the pre-
liminary request to challenge that measure shall be 
lodged within the prescribed deadline for enforc-
ing the restrictive measure in question.

According to the general rule, the Control Body 
shall consider the preliminary request and issue a 
decision within ten business days from the date of 
request submission. If the prescription or restric-
tive measure is challenged, the request shall be con-
sidered and the decision shall be issued within the 
deadline prescribed in the Inspection Protocol for 
enforcing the prescription or restrictive measure, 
without exceeding ten business days from the date 
the request was submitted. The preliminary request 
challenging the restrictive measure to suspend the 
Economic Operator activity shall be considered and 
the decision shall be issued within five business days 
from the date the request was submitted.

Petitions and preliminary requests to challenge the 
Inspector’s actions/inactions lodged by Economic 
Operators shall be considered as per the prelimi-
nary procedure covered by the administrative law 
only under the Dispute Resolution Councils working 
within the Control Body. These councils shall com-
prise, mandatorily, at least three representatives of 
business associations (relevant for the scope of in-
spection or matters challenged), heads of the main 
subdivisions of the Control Body and a represent-
ative of the field-related Central Public Authority. 
The decision with respect to the outcomes following 
the consideration of the preliminary request may be 
appealed in administrative court within the terms 
and conditions stipulated by the legislation  8.

The obligation to establish Dispute Resolution 
Councils within the Control Bodies evolved back 
in 2016  9. Nonetheless, Law No.131/2012 failed to 
provide clear and detailed rules to govern the pro-
cedure for setting and operating such councils. The 
situation was remedied in 2017 10, while in early 
2018  11 the Government approved the framework 
Regulation on setting and operating the Dispute 
Resolution Council within the Control Bodies. 
The latter shall establish Dispute Resolution Coun-
cils within three months following the publication 
of the framework Regulation, having issued to this 
end written orders of the Control Body leadership. 
Also, they have to determine their composition, 
approve Regulations on organising and operating 
Dispute Resolution Councils. Likewise, the Con-
trol Bodies shall develop technical options on their 
websites to enable online submission of prelimi-
nary petitions and requests and to get online con-
firmation of their receipt.

At present, the Control Bodies are developing and 
approving their own Regulations on organising 
and operating Dispute Resolution Councils. The 
State Tax Service has already approved such a Reg-
ulation  12.

The selection of Dispute Resolution Council 
members amongst the Business Associations is 
an important issue. In order to designate Council 
members, the Business Associations shall meet the 
following requirements: a) be registered in com-
pliance with the legislation; b) comprise members 
carrying out activities that relate to the Control 
Body area of competence; c) work in that business 
area for at least two years; d) demonstrate high lev-
el of representativeness in the industry. The State 
Chancellery shall ensure the selection of Council 
members. It also shall develop and maintain an 
up-to-date list of Business Associations and pub-
lish that information on: controale.gov.md. The 
Business Associations may designate their repre-
sentatives in the Dispute Resolution Councils by 
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13 Law No.158 of 4.07.2008.

notifying the State Chancellery to this end. The 
representatives may opt to be part of several Dis-
pute Resolution Councils established by different 
Control Bodies. Should several Business Asso-
ciations opt for a single Council, the online vot-
ing option shall be posted on controale.gov.md 
to ensure the selection of three associations only. 
The State Chancellery shall validate the results of 
business environment representative selection in 
the Dispute Resolution Councils for each Control 
Body as per the options submitted by Business As-
sociations and the results of online voting if sever-
al solicitors were in place. Each Control Body shall 
be provided by the State Chancellery with the list 
of Business Associations selected to be included in 
the composition of the corresponding Councils. 
The mandate of Dispute Resolution Council mem-
bers representing the business environment shall 
last three years. Upon the mandate expiry a new 
selection process shall be initiated.

Law 131/2012 stipulates that the National Coun-
cil for Dispute Resolution in the area of State In-
spection will be established. It will consider the 
systemic flawed practices in the area of state in-
spection, which have been detected and submit-
ted by the Dispute Resolution Councils under 
Control Bodies for consideration. The operation 
of this National Council shall be ensured by the 
State Chancellery. According to the legislation, the 
National Council members are heads of Control 
Bodies, representatives of Business Associations, 
elected on the basis of parity principles, and the 
State Chancellery Leader who shall preside at 
Council meetings. It is worth mentioning that the 
Law failed to provide for clear and detailed pro-
cedure aimed at organising and operating this 
National Council. At the same time, there is no 
subordinated regulatory document to govern such 
procedures. So far, no National Council for Dis-
pute Resolution in the area of State Inspection has 
been established and operated yet.

According to the Law, the Control Body and/or 
its public official shall bear, as appropriate, civ-
il, administrative or criminal liability for having 
breached the provisions of Law No.131/2012. In 

order to make the inspectors accountable and, im-
plicitly, mitigate the abuses committed by them, 
Art. 3502 of the Contravention Code stipulates that 
any breaches of the legislation on state inspection 
on business activity committed by inspectors shall 
constitute a contravention (in force as of 16 March 
2017). Any inspection initiated, conducted and 
completed with the infringement of the deadlines 
and requirements laid down by the aforemen-
tioned Law shall be considered as disciplinary de-
viations and penalised accordingly in compliance 
with the legislation  13. In addition, any prejudice 
caused to the company by the Control Body and 
its employees while conducting inspections, i.e. 
by hindering its regular operation and/or by sus-
pending in full or temporarily its operation, shall 
be remedied at the expense of the Control Body. 
If the conflict has not been addressed amiable, the 
damaged company may appeal the Control Body 
and/or its employees in court.

3.1.5. Inspection process for the State Labour 
Inspectorate, the National Agency 
for Food Safety and for the State Tax 
Service

According to the interview outcomes, the business 
people highlighted three Control Bodies that most 
frequently conducted inspections during the refer-
ence period and committed most breaches in the 
course of inspection, namely the State Tax Service, 
the State Labour Inspectorate and the National 
Agency for Food Safety. Further we shall review 
the legal framework provisions governing the in-
spections carried out by those three entities and 
the differences relative to inspections performed 
by other Control Bodies.

State Tax Service

With respect to the State Tax Service, based on Law 
No.131/2012, it has only the obligation to register 
the inspections in the State Register of Inspections, 
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monitor and report them. All specific procedures, 
methods and operations used to organise and con-
duct tax inspections are described by the Tax Code 
and by in-house guidelines of the State Tax Service.

The Tax Code contains few provisions that are sim-
ilar to the ones comprised by Law No.131/2012, 
while tax inspection procedures are specific and 
differ from the ones stipulated by the general law 
on inspections. Further we would mention some 
important rules of the Tax Code governing the tax 
inspections.

A tax inspection pursues the goal to check how a 
taxpayer complies with the Tax Legislation during 
a certain period or during several fiscal periods. A 
tax inspection is conducted by the State Tax Ser-
vice and/or by another body assigned with fiscal 
administration tasks, within the limits of their 
competence, in situ and/or in their office.

In case of a tax inspection, the decision to initiate 
it is equivalent to the Inspection Approval Form 
covered by Law No.131/2012, while the Tax In-
spection Protocol is equivalent to the Inspection 
Protocol covered by the same Law.

The decision to initiate a tax inspection, the Inspec-
tion Approval Form, the tax inspection document 
and the decision regarding the case of breaching 
the fiscal regulations can be registered on-line in 
the State Register of Inspections, through the in-
terconnection of the STS IT system with the State 
Register of Inspections.

The tax inspection can be conducted in situ and/
or at the competent body office, organized and 
performed through the following methods and 
operations: factual verification, documentary ver-
ification, overall verification, partial verification, 
thematic verification, operative verification, and 
cross-check verification.

The State Tax Service has the obligation to plan its 
annual inspections in coordination with the Cus-
toms Service and to exchange information with 
it to this end. In case of identifying coincidences 
regarding a company subject to inspection, joint 

inspections must be carried out.

The tax inspections shall be carried out during 
the work schedule of the body conducting them 
and/or during the work schedule of the taxpay-
er. Depending on the type of tax inspections and 
case circumstances, the inspection may last two 
months, three months and more. At the same time, 
it may be prolonged even with three more months.

The State Tax Service applies penalties to compa-
nies that breached the tax regulations. The breach-
es could be insignificant or significant. Such penal-
ties as warnings or fines could be applied for a tax 
infringement. They shall be stated in the decision 
issued by the State Tax Service following the con-
sideration of the tax breach case. 

The State Tax Service or other empowered body 
may apply late-payment addition (penalty) for tax-
es and fees, may suspend the operations on bank 
accounts, seize goods and apply other measures 
necessary to ensure the repayment of tax liabilities.

The State Tax Service decision or the Tax Official 
action may be challenged only by the company 
concerned/its representative affected by the deci-
sion or against which the action was performed. 
The claim shall be submitted within 30 days after 
the date the challenged decision was approved or 
the challenged action was undertaken. The claim 
shall be considered by the State Tax Service within 
30 calendar days, with the possibility to prolong 
the timeframe for claim consideration with 30 
more days. In case of a disagreement with the State 
Tax Service decision regarding the claim, the tax-
payer shall be entitled to resort to the competent 
court. Challenging the State Tax Service decision 
does not suspend the execution of the challenged 
decision unless the legislation provides otherwise.

As of 12.01.2018, the new Tax Code provisions en-
tered into effect, which refer to the handling of ap-
peals under the Dispute Resolution Council, com-
prising as members at least three representatives 
of the business environment associations with rel-
evance in the tax area. 
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14 Law No.185 of 21.09.2017.
15 Law No.140 of 10.05.2001.

16 Law No.50 of 28.03.2013.

State Labour Inspectorate 

As for the State Labour Inspectorate, the state in-
spection regarding compliance with legal docu-
ments and with other regulatory documents in 
the area of employment relationships, exercised 
over people involved in business activity, shall be 
planned, conducted and registered in compliance 
with the provisions of Law No.131/2012 on State 
Inspection on Business Activity.

It is worth mentioning that as a result of making 
several amendments to the legal framework gov-
erning the activity of Control Bodies14, the State 
Labour Inspectorate does not hold anymore the 
competence to conduct state inspections on com-
pliance with the legislation in the area of occu-
pational safety and health. This task has been as-
signed to other competent authorities in the area of 
occupational safety and health (including the Na-
tional Agency for Food Safety). The State Labour 
Inspectorate has got the task to monitor those in-
spections, to keep updated records on occupation-
al safety and health inspections conducted by the 
authorities competent in this field of activity on 
the basis of reports submitted by those authorities.

Law No.131/2012 stipulates an exemption from 
general requirements set for the State Labour 
Inspectorate, namely it does not apply the provi-
sions on sending the Inspection Approval Form 
at least five business days before the beginning 
of the inspection. Pursuant to the basic law gov-
erning the State Labour Inspectorate activity, a 
Labour Inspector empowered to perform state 
inspections in the area of employment relation-
ships, upon presenting his/her ID card, shall be 
entitled to enter freely the offices, work places 
and production premises at any time of day and 
night without informing the employer in ad-
vance15. When conducting such state inspections, 
an Inspection Approval Form is produced with-
out being sent in advance to the Economic Oper-
ator subject to inspection. 

The Law on State Labour Inspectorate contains 
many rules governing the process of state inspec-
tions. Some of those rules contain components that 
are not comprised by Law No.131/2012. Hence, it 
is mentioned that the duration of an inspection 
shall not exceed three business days, which may be 
prolonged, where necessary, by the State Labour 
Inspectorate Director or his/her Deputies. The In-
spection Protocol shall be signed by the Labour 
Inspector who produced it, by the Employer (per-
son who acts on his/her behalf) and by the repre-
sentative of Trade Union or by the representative 
of unit employees. 

National Agency for Food Safety

The National Agency for Food Safety (ANSA) 
inspection activity is planned, conducted and re-
corded as per the requirements referred to in Law 
No.131/2012 on State Inspection on Business Ac-
tivity. By way of derogation from general rules, 
ANSA does not apply the provisions on sending 
the Inspection Approval Form at least five busi-
ness days before the beginning of the inspection 
when it:

	conducts an inspection based on Law 
No.50/2013 on official inspections to check 
compliance with the legislation on animal feed 
and food and with the rules on animal health 
and well-being16;

	conducts an inspection to check compliance 
with the legislation on occupational safety. 

As it is about preventing, removing and mitigating 
the risks for human and animal health, protecting 
the consumers’ interests, the inspections based on 
Law No.50/2013 shall be conducted without prior 
notification. Likewise, as it concerns occupation-
al security and safety, such inspections shall start 
without prior notification of the Economic Oper-
ator.
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Inspection Plan: 
- produced on the basis of risk criteria in line with sectoral Methodologies; 
- recorded in the State Register of Inspections www.controale.gov.md; 
- shows the sequence in which the individuals would be inspected and the 

quarter the inspection is planned for. 

Planned:
- sent at least five business days before the beginning of the inspection, but 

not more than 15 business days in advance.
Unannounced:
- is handed at the beginning of the inspection;
- must contain a Note explaining the reasons for initiating the inspection. 
The Inspection Approval Form shall no longer be valid if: 
- the planned inspection did not start within 15 business days after the 

Inspection Approval Form was sent;
- the unannounced inspection did not start on the date stated in the Inspec-

tion Approval Form;

The right to appeal the Inspection Approval Form

- the Inspector is free from any conflict of interest as per the law;
- presents the ID card and the Inspection Approval Form;
- only during the work schedule of the Company; 
- in case the conditions are not met the Inspector’s access shall be banned; 
- the duration of inspection (planned and unannounced) shall not ex-

ceed five calendar days; 
- in case of unannounced inspection the period may be prolonged with 

five more days; 
- the right to appeal the decision to prolong the inspection duration. 

- the Protocol shall be signed and handed to the Company;
- the Company may submit its disagreement within ten days (optional);
- in case of a contravention the Protocol shall determine/define it. 

The Prescription shall contain:
- recommendations and their legal basis; 
- the ways of removing the breaches; 
- the deadline for removing the breaches (not stipulated by law);
Penalties shall be imposed for serious and severe breaches. 
Restrictive measures shall be applies for severe breaches. 

The preliminary challenging request shall be lodged within:
- 30 days (if no prescriptions or restrictive measures were imposed;)
- within the period of enforcing the suspension of the activity (restrictive 

measure).
The preliminary request shall be considered by the Dispute Resolution 
Councils under the Control Bodies within:
- 10 days; 
- 5 days (in case of suspension).
The writ of summons within 30 days.

- only information and data relevant to inspection;
- advisory purpose and to prevent breaches.

Producing the Inspection 
Plan on a yearly basis

Producing the Inspection 
Approval Form

Sending the Inspection 
Approval Form

The Inspector goes to the 
Company

Soliciting and analysing 
information and 

documents

Prescriptions
Penalties

Restrictive 
measures

In case of
breaches

Producing the Inspection 
Protocol

Appeals/Complaints

Planned inspection
Unannounced
inspection
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3.2. State inspection in practice

17 Study “Combating corruption in Moldova: what can business 
do?” and National Survey “Assessing the perceptions and personal 
experiences of economic operators in terms of corruption in 
Government structures of the Republic of Moldova”, http://www.
viitorul.org/files/library/Raport%20Coruptie%20Biz%20rom.pdf

3.2.1. Practical experience of Moldovan companies in the area of state inspection 

Almost 80% of the interviewed companies confirmed they were subject to inspections during the 
reference period. Hence, 45% of them were subject to 1-2 inspections, while 1/3 of companies, which 
stated they were subject to inspections, claimed they had more than ten inspections over that period, 
which is particularly worrisome. 

As per the replies to the Questionnaire, there is a 
significant number of unannounced inspections 
conducted at Economic Operators. Only 15% of 
companies claimed they were not subject to unan-
nounced inspections during the reference period. 
Most companies were subject to 1-2 unannounced 
inspections. At the same time, circa 20% of com-
panies claimed they were subject to more than 
five unannounced inspections. From the start, 
this type of inspections is considered to be “risky” 
for the business environment, as they are initiated 
based on a petition (submitted by competitors or 
by unfair people), are not substantiated in many 
cases and do not require prior notification of Eco-
nomic Operators.

Based on the responses provided by the companies, 
the State Tax Service and the State Labour Inspec-
torate are the entities that dominate detachedly 
the ranking in terms of the number of inspections 
carried out at Economic Operators. The top three 

Control Bodies include also the National Agency 
for Food Safety. More than 75% of all inspections 
carried out during the considered timeframe at the 
Economic Operators, which filled in the Question-
naire, were covered by those three entities.

According to the Survey results conducted by IDIS 
“Viitorul” in 2017  17, the State Tax Service and the 
National Agency for Food Safety are also the enti-
ties least trusted by the business environment. Ac-
cording to the Survey, 45,7% of Economic Opera-
tors have confidence in the State Tax Service and 
only 41% – in the National Agency for Food Safety. 
At the same time, the Survey results revealed that 
18,2% of business people consider that the State 
Tax Service inspectors receive frequently unofficial 
payments. 
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 Figure 1. The number of inspections the Moldovan companies were subject to during 2016 - 2018.

How many state inspections were carried out in your company 
over the past three years?

1-2 inspections 3-5 inspections More than ten 
inspections
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 Figure 2. Control bodies that conducted most visits to Moldovan Economic Operators  
during the considered period.  
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Pre-inspection 

Sending the Inspection Approval Form 

More than half of the interviewed undertakings 
declare that the Inspectors notify them on the up-
coming inspection on the same day or, at most, one 
day in advance. However, some enterprises claim 
that in some less frequent cases they were notified 
five days or even ten and more days in advance. 

Notifying the company on the same day is valid for 
unannounced inspections, while notifying it 5-15 
days in advance is done for planned inspections. 
In most cases, these requirements were observed. 
Concerns are raised by the case of notification 
one day before the inspection (three respondent 
companies) and 30 days ahead the inspection (one 
respondent). This could happen only in case of 
planned inspections, the breach of legal require-
ments being obvious. In fact, conducting the in-
spection in one day after sending the Inspection 

Approval Form did not meet the minimum five-
day period, while the inspection could be no 
longer performed in 30 days after notification. 

Pursuant to the provisions of Law No.131/2012, 
the inspection outcomes and the penalties applied 
on their basis are considered to be invalid if the in-
spection was carried out by the Control Body and/
or by its employees in breach of the provisions of 
Law No.131/2012. Moreover, any damage may be 
recovered, including the moral or image-related 
damage caused to the Economic Operator as a re-
sult of conducting an inspection, which outcomes 
and/or penalties were declared null and void. In 
reality, based on the conducted interviews, no-
body mentioned a case of declaring the inspection 
outcomes and the penalties applied null and void; 
also, there was no example of court judgement by 
which to recover the damage caused to the Eco-
nomic Operator in the aforementioned situations. 

Control Bodies visiting the companies most often

State Tax Service

State Labour Inspectorate

National Agency for Food Safety

Other bodies
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Inspection phase

18 The State Chancellery Report on the activity carried out by the State 
Inspection Monitoring Service in 2016.

Inspection Plans

During the period of 2016 – 2018 covered by the 
answers of Economic Operators to the questions 
comprised by the Questionnaire, not all inspection 
plans of bodies empowered with inspection func-
tions were entered in the State Register of Inspec-
tions (AIS SRI). The State Chancellery Report  18  
mentions that in 2016 26,5% of state inspections 
were entered in the AIS SRI. At the same time, the 
average number of entries in the AIS SRI per in-
stitution was 60% in 2016. Based on the analysis 
of WEB Portal www.controale.gov.md, one can 
notice that 21 Control Bodies published their in-
spection schedules in 2016, 23 Control Bodies – in 
2017, while in 2018 (by the time of producing this 
Report) only eight Control Bodies published their 
inspection schedules.

The State Chancellery found that in 2016 some in-
stitutions, subjects of Law No.131/2012, made no 
entries in the AIS SRI, although they conducted 
inspections as per the mentioned Law during the 
year in question. The National Agency for Food 
Safety was also part of those bodies empowered 
with inspection functions, although it showed a 
significant increase in the number of inspections 
conducted in 2016 (QIV of 2016, after the end of 

the Moratorium). The Portal www.controale.gov.
md contains information on inspection plans of 
ANSA for QI and QII of 2017 and several plans 
for 2018. Out of those three Control Bodies men-
tioned most frequently by the respondent compa-
nies, the State Labour Inspectorate entered most of 
the inspection plans in the AIS SRI. As for the State 
Tax Service, the online Register contains more in-
formation regarding the inspection plans for QIV 
2016 and for 2017 and 2018 as well.

According to the Questionnaire outcomes, circa 
90% of companies claimed the activity of Control 
Bodies did not overlap with other inspections. In 
the remaining cases, when an inspection overlap-
ping occurred, the companies mentioned the State 
Tax Service and the State Labour Inspectorate. To 
avoid the overlapping of planned inspections it 
is necessary to have better planning in place, en-
sure preliminary coordination of inspection plans 
with other Control Bodies. The State Chancellery 
plays an important role in this respect as it may 
ascertain the overlaps and duplications, following 
a preliminary screening of plans, being entitled to 
recommend the respective Control Bodies to co-
ordinate their actions and consider the opportuni-
ty to conduct joint inspections.

Inspection Duration 

In 60% of the cases, a company inspection lasted 
one day. In 30% of the cases the inspection lasted 
2-5 days. In other 10% of the cases, in so far as un-
announced inspection is concerned, it lasted 10-
20 days. Only 10% of respondents confirmed that 
the unannounced inspection was prolonged with 
five more days. In most cases when the inspection 
was prolonged, the State Tax Service was involved 
more frequently and the State Labour Inspectorate 
less frequently.

Based on Economic Operators’ responses, it was 
found that 1/3 of inspections lasted several days 
in a row, including the maximum period set by 
the legislation, with no need for that. At the same 
time, there were cases of deadline extension for 
unannounced inspections when there was no need 
or substantiated reasons in place. The situations 
mentioned by companies regarding the inspec-
tions conducted for more than ten days set by Law 
No.131/2012 are worrisome. In case of deadline 
extension by the State Tax Service we talk about 
the conceptual issue of exempting the inspections 
conducted by this body from the requirements of 
Law No.131/2012. In case of inspections carried 

http://www.controale.gov.md
http://www.controale.gov.md
http://www.controale.gov.md
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“The attitude and cultural level of Inspectors 
shall be changed”, an economic operator, participant  

in the NBA Study, pointed out. 

out by the State Labour Inspectorate, which last-
ed more than ten days, this is already a breach of 
Law provisions and, by consequence, such inspec-
tions should have been declared null and void. The 
business people did not mention any examples 
from their practice when such inspections were 
declared null and void. Not the least we shall note 
that an inspection lasting more time represents a 
means of putting pressure on the Economic Op-
erator, being a risk factor for an “imputo” corrup-
tion to occur. According to the business people, a 
long-lasting inspection affects the regular opera-
tion of the company, causing economic losses. 

Soliciting information and documents

During the interviews, 15% of companies claimed 
they received requests regarding documents on 
matters beyond the Inspectors’ competence, mostly 
from the State Tax Service and the State Labour In-
spectorate. The requested documents included, inter 
alia, contracts with economic partners, personal in-
formation and data, information referring to com-
mercial secrecy, documents that were not included 
in the list for VAT reimbursement, written orders, 
company in-house regulations, guidelines, etc.

In the course of inspection, the Inspector shall 
have the right to solicit any information and doc-
ument necessary to check whether the Econom-
ic Operator actions are compliant with the legis-
lation provisions. Based on the statements made 
by the business people, at this phase the Inspector 
commits abuses and solicits documents that are 
not related to the subject-matter of the inspection. 
This fact may occur when the Inspector is search-
ing for additional “reasons” to prove that the Eco-
nomic Operator committed infringements and to 
have substantive “argumentsc” in “negotiating” 
the reward/carrot for not punishing the individual 
subject to inspection. Likewise, requesting infor-
mation and documents irrelevant for the inspec-
tion, representing commercial secrecy, contracts 
with partners, personal data, could mean the In-
spector has an interest or acts upon the initiative 
and in the favour of economic competitors.

Disruption of company activity
In 20% of the cases Economic Operators claim the 
conducted inspection affected their activity 2-3 
times during the past three years.

Although the Law prohibits the Control Bodies 
and their employees to impede the regular oper-
ation of the individual subject to inspection dur-
ing the inspection, in reality one can see that such 
situations do occur. The activity of interviewed 
Economic Operators was affected by multiple 
unannounced inspections, by their duration and 
prolongation, by the duplication and overlapping 
of inspections carried out by different entities, by 
requesting a large volume of information and doc-
uments, including those that were not related to 
the inspection subject-matter, etc. As a rule, even 
when their business activity was affected, compa-
nies did not resort to courts to claim remedies for 
the damage caused by Control Bodies.

Professional conduct and qualification of 
Inspectors
Few companies mention the Inspectors’ integrity, 
although the Economic Operators point out some 
improvements in terms of Inspectors’ professional 
conduct and qualification. 

Inspectors’ qualification shall be considered also 
in the light of the on-going public administration 
reform, covering also the Control Bodies. These 
reforms pursue the goal to optimize/streamline 
the number of authorities, institutions and pub-
lic agencies, but affect also the personnel. From 
the one side, the number of civil servants is being 
reduced, while from the other side, the focus is 
placed on their professionalization and motiva-
tion. The fact that the reform outcomes may last 
in time should be also taken into account. All Eco-
nomic Operators would like to have qualified In-
spectors with proper professional conduct. 
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 Figure 3. Inspectors’ professional conduct and qualification.

“The fine shall be imposed if one was 
warned, but not from the very beginning, 
as it is done in our country”, an economic 

operator, participant in the NBA Study, 
pointed out.

Post-inspection phase

Penalties and prescriptions

Almost 40% of companies claimed they were sub-
ject to penalties during the reference period, while 
other 20% mentioned they received prescriptions. 
Half of the companies subject to penalties said 
there was just one penalty, while the other half 
stated they were subject to 2-3 penalties. As for the 
number of prescriptions, up to two prescriptions 
were applied in more than half of the cases, and 
5-10 prescriptions or even more were applied in 
more than 45% of the cases. As a rule, the Control 
Body sets a 10- to 30-day period for the company 
to remedy the shortcomings identified in the pre-
scription. 

The large number of penalties corroborate the out-
comes of the Survey conducted by IDIS “Viitorul” 
in 2017, according to which the current system 
of state inspections is focused mainly on punitive 
measures, imposing penalties under any circum-
stances: “when an Inspector has come, he/she has 
to write something; even if everything is OK, he/

she has to write something”. Contrary to the prin-
ciple of presumption of innocence, the business 
is regarded/treated as an offender, even when it 
committed unintended breaches, which caused no 
material damage and which could be addressed by 
the Economic Operator. 

We shall also highlight the narrow period, i.e. 10-
30 days allowed to remedy the gaps, as a company 
needs time to undertake certain actions, depend-
ing on the specific situation. Currently, the Law 
does not stipulate a fixed period or a minimum 
and maximum period, which, in fact, leaves this 
matter at the discretion of the Control Body to set 
a deadline that fits its own belief, which sometimes 
is subjective. This discretional power makes room 
for abuses or even for corruption. 

Professional conduct and qualification of Inspectors who visited 
the company with inspection purposes 

„Trebuie schimbata atitudinea și nivelul cultural al 
inspectorilor”:  

a afirmat un agent economic participant la studiul ANB

De�i legea interzice organelor de control şi colaboratorilor acestora, în procesul realizării funcţiilor de 
control, să afecteze funcţionarea normală a persoanei supuse controlului, în realitate vedem că astfel de 
situa�ii există. Activitatea agen�ilor economici intervieva�i a fost afectată prin faptul desfă�urării 
multiplelor controale inopinate, prin durata mare a controlului �i prelungirea controlului, prin dublarea 
�i suprapunerea controalelor mai multor institu�ii, prin solicitarea unui volum mare de informa�ii �i 
documente, inclusiv care nu au tangen�ă cu obiectul controlului, prin alte modalită�i. Ca regulă, chiar 
dacă le-a fost afectată activitatea, companiile nu au recurs la instan�a de judecată pentru a le fi reparate 
daunele cauzate de organele de control. 

 
Comportamentul �i pregătirea profesională a inspectorilor 

Pu�ine companii pot spune că inspectorii sunt integri, de�i sunt semnalate de către agen�ii economici 
unele schimbări spre bine în ce prive�te calificarea �i comportamentul inspectorilor. 

  Diagrama 3. Comportamentul și pregătirea profesională a inspectorilor 
Calificarea inspectorilor trebuie analizată �i prin prisma reformei administra�iei publice, inclusiv a 
organelor de control, derulată în prezent. Aceste reforme merg pe calea optimizării numărului 
autorită�ilor, institu�iilor �i agen�iilor publice, fapt ce se răsfrânge �i asupra personalului. Pe de o 
parte func�ionarii publici sunt redu�i, pe de altă parte se pune accent pe profesionalizarea �i motivarea 
acestora. Trebuie �inut cont că rezultatele reformei pot dura în timp. Agen�ii economici î�i doresc 
inspectori califica�i �i un comportament adecvat din partea acestora 

 

 

 

Etapa post control 
 
Sanc�iuni �i prescrip�ii 

Aproape 40% din companii afirmă că în perioada de referin�ă le-au fost aplicate sanc�iuni, iar altele 
20% că în această perioadă le-au fost aplicate prescrip�ii. Jumătate din companiile care au primit 
sanc�iuni au spus că este vorba de o singură sanc�iune, iar 50% spun că au primit 2-3 sanc�iuni. Cât 
prive�te numărul de prescrip�ii, în mai mult de jumătate din cazuri sunt până la 2 prescrip�ii, dar în 
peste 45% din cazuri  vorbim de 5-10 prescrip�ii sau chiar �i mai multe. De regulă, pentru înlăturarea 
neajunsurilor stipulate în prescrip�ie, organul de control oferă de la 10 la 30 de zile.  

Numărul mare de sanc�iuni confirmă rezultatele sondajului IDIS „Viitorul” din 2017, potrivit căruia 
sistemul actual de controale de stat este axat preponderent pe măsuri punitive, aplicând sanc�iuni sub 
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19 www.jurnal.md, only one out of five Moldovans has confidence in 
justice, while 76% consider that the judges are corrupt // SURVEY 
conducted by Magenta Consulting, presented on 7 February 2018.

The punitive approach of inspection in practice 
contravenes the advisory principle of inspection, 
expressly laid down by Law No.131/2012, as well 
as the requirement to conduct the inspection as an 
ultimate measure after having exhausted all other 
possibilities. 

The NBA Members recommend improving the 
regulatory framework by inserting a rule accord-
ing to which the first inspection visit conducted 
by the public authorities should be an informative 
one, not resulting in imposing penalties or restric-
tive measures, but granting time to the Economic 
Operator to remedy the problems. The control au-
thorities shall have the obligation to warn under 
certain conditions and for certain deeds, having 
produced a remediation plan containing meas-
ures and deadlines for the Economic Operator. 
After the expiry of the deadline, the authorities 
shall resume the inspection and check whether the 
plan of measures has been fulfilled. The goal is to 
have some tools in place that prevent committing 
breaches, inform and advise the Economic Oper-
ator, granting the possibility to correct the minor 
deviations and an appropriate timeframe to re-
move the shortcomings.

Challenging the Inspection Protocol 

Only 15% of companies mentioned they chal-
lenged the Inspection Protocol issued by the 
Control Body, which carried out the inspection. 
Hence, in half of the cases the original Inspection 
Protocol was retained, while in the remaining cas-
es the Protocol was amended or repealed in part. 
When penalties are imposed, the Economic Oper-
ators claim it is useless to challenge the Protocol. 

As for the prescriptions, most Operators say they 
did not challenge the Protocol because they agreed 
with the prescriptions, and the latter were in line 
with the legislation.

Several factors are behind the small number of 
companies that challenge the Inspection Protocol. 
If a company works with breaches, and the In-
spection Document has been properly produced, 
the Economic Operators prefer to “resolve” the 
case unofficially rather than to challenge it legal-
ly. If the Inspection Document and its findings are 
groundless, the Economic Operators would prefer 
not to fight legally and prove the unlawfulness of 
the document, considering more appropriate and 
less costly (money, time, personnel) to resort to 
unofficial means for case “resolution” or to pay the 
penalties officially and continue their activity. As 
a rule, the Control Body does not repeal its own 
Inspection Document when it is challenged. At the 
same time, the company does not resort to court 
as it has no confidence in justice. This state of af-
fairs is confirmed by the latest surveys, according 
to which more than 80% of citizens do not trust 
the Judicial of the Republic of Moldova, while 76% 
consider the judges as corrupt19. 

Some of the interviewed Economic Operators 
fought till the end, and half of them managed to 
obtain the Inspection Document to be amended or 
to be repealed in part, but none of them managed 
to get the Inspection Document repealed in full. 
Half of those “brave” people did not obtain any re-
sult as the Inspection Document was retained by 
courts. The conditions to fight are as follows: to 
work legally, to acknowledge you are right and to 
have a combative spirit.

We should note that there was no case for a com-
pany to challenge an Inspection Approval Form, 
and none of the companies mentioned they chal-
lenged the decision to prolong the unannounced 
inspection due to the reasons mentioned above.

“What shall be changed in terms of state 
inspections is to suggest the methods aimed 

at removing the detected irregularities” 
an economic operator, participant in the NBA 

Study, pointed out.

http://www.jurnal.md
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STS SLI ANSA Other Control 
Bodies

Non-compliant conveyance of the Inspection Approval Form 

Inspections overlapping and duplication

Conducting the inspection within the maximum period laid 
down by legislation
Prolongation of unannounced inspection period (exceeding 
the limits)
Requesting information and documents irrelevant for the 
inspection subject-matter (including personal information or 
data on commercial secrecy)

Affecting the regular operation of the Economic Operator

Imposing penalties, restrictive measures

Issuing prescriptions, having stated a very tight timeframe to 
remedy the shortcomings 

Soliciting payments to avoid penalties

 

 Table 4. Breaches committed by Control Bodies. 

Payments to avoid penalties

According to the business people, in circa 20% of 
the cases when following the conducted inspec-
tion certain irregularities were detected within the 
company, money or gifts were solicited to “address” 
the situation. In most cases the State Tax Service 
and the State Labour Inspectorate were involved. 
The Customs Service and the National Agency for 
Food Safety were also mentioned in this regard but 
less often. As a rule, the solicited amounts varied 
between 15 to 20% of the fine/penalty to be paid.

Economic Operators mention the following rea-
sons leading to situations when payments are set-
tled to avoid penalties: 

First of all, as per the Business opinion, the legal 
framework that governs the business activity con-
tains many obscure provisions, sometimes they 
contradict the provisions of other regulatory doc-
uments, and such fact makes the provisions in-
terpretable at the discretion of Inspectors, leaving 
room for abuses in the Inspection Document. In-

appropriate and impossible to observe legal rules, 
frequent amendments made to the legislation are 
the main pillars that make the Economic Operators 
vulnerable and easy victims of corrupt officials.

Second of all, when being asked to pay money, in-
cluding the situation when they are right, in most 
cases the Economic Operators prefer to pay and 
not to talk about that, as they know they would 
interact with the Inspector in the future. Accord-
ing to the Business, “friendships” are established 
via “voluntary” payments, and such facts may be 
helpful in the future. 

Third of all, companies do not preclude such cas-
es as they have no confidence in law enforcement 
bodies, they do not believe that the case might be 
addresses, having fear that the Company or even 
the Informant would suffer. Those who decided to 
fight regret it in 50% of the cases. 

The general picture of breaches and the Control 
Bodies that committed them, mentioned by Eco-
nomic Operators, are as follows:
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State inspection in practice
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- ANSA did not register the Plans for 2016 and 
for QIII and QIV 2017;

- SLI and STS registered the plans in 2016 (QIV 
2018)

- in 10% of the cases the inspections overlapped 
(duplications at the STS and SLI).

- 80% of the companies were subject to inspections during the considered 
period (1/3 of them were subject to more than 10 inspections);

- 20% of the companies were affected by inspections (even 2-3 times);
- STS, SLI and ANSA conducted most inspections;
- there were cases involving corrupt Inspectors lacking integrity; 
- in 30% of the cases the inspection lasted 2-5 days;
- in 10% of the cases the inspection lasted 10-20 de days (unannounced inspections);
- any inspection lasting more than 10 days contravenes the Law and shall be 

declared null and void; 
- STS and SLI prolonged the unannounced inspections most frequently;
- the requirements regarding the prolongation of inspection (with 5 more days) 

referred to in Law No.131/2012 do not apply to inspections conducted by the STS;
- no company challenged the decision to prolong an unannounced inspection.

- 40 % of Protocols contain penalties; 
- some companies were penalised 2-3 times during the considered period.

- 20% of Inspection Protocols comprised prescriptions as well; 
- there were companies that received 5-10 and more prescriptions during the 

past three years;
- some 10-30 days were granted to remedy the shortcomings mentioned in the 

prescriptions; 
- there were cases when money or gifts were solicited when breaches were 

detected (STS and SLI);
- the requested amounts, as a rule, make up 15-20% of the fine to be paid. 

- only 15% of companies challenged the Inspection Protocol; 
- following the review of appeals, the Inspection Document was retained in 

50% of the cases, and it was amended and repealed in part in the remaining 
cases; 

- none of the challenged Inspection Protocols was repealed in full; 
- companies have no confidence and do not wish to resort to courts;
- no Dispute Resolution Councils have been established within the Control 

Bodies. 
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The analysis of the legal framework and of the in-
formation derived from the interviews held with 
private business people residing in Chisinau and 
beyond its boundaries helped us identify the gaps, 
problems and risks in the process of conducting 
state inspections. The implementing differences 
are noticeable when comparing the two diagrams 
displaying the process of a state inspection accord-
ing to the law and the actual process of a state in-
spection. Further, we present the gaps and prob-
lems identified by the Business, as well as solutions 
and recommendations proposed by the National 
Business Agenda Members aimed at remedying 
the gaps/problems.

I. The action of Law No.131/2012 on State 
Inspection on Business Activity 

Issues: The procedures for conducting tax in-
spections by the State Tax Service, noted primar-
ily by Economic Operators due to the committed 
breaches, described by the Tax Code and by in-
house guidelines, defer from the procedures laid 
down by the general law on inspections.

Recommendations: Repeal the exemption from 
Law No.131/2012 on State Inspection on Business 
Activity (Article 1(4) e)) and expand the provi-
sions of this Law to cover the inspections carried 
out by the State Tax Service. 

Expected Results: The tax inspections would fol-
low the fundamental principles, rules and general 
requirements governing all inspections covered by 

a single legal document – Law 131/2012. This fact 
would ensure observing the rights and guarantees 
of the individual subject to inspection, and raising 
the Economic Operators’ awareness about their 
rights and obligations in an easier way. 

II. (Ir)regularities at the Control Bodies 
visiting companies most frequently

Issues: The State Labour Inspectorate and the Na-
tional Agency for Food Safety, which activity is 
governed by Law No.131/2012 (with some exemp-
tions), were mentioned by Economic Operators 
as the Control Bodies that visited their companies 
most often during the reference period, and failed 
to remain on track in terms of complying with the 
legal requirements.

Recommendations: The State Chancellery shall fo-
cus and step up its supervision of proper enforce-
ment of Law No.131/2012 by the State Labour In-
spectorate and by the National Agency for Food 
Safety, from the planning phase till the phase of 
conducting inspections, the unannounced inspec-
tions being subject to enhanced monitoring, in 
particular. 

Expected Results: Mandatory notification of em-
powered bodies in the course of analysing and 
managing the information should alleged abuses, 
unlawful deeds or breaches of legal principles be 
detected (after considering also the petitions and 
notifications received from Economic Operators), 
having provided advisory support to companies.

IV. Moldovan Business Conclusions  
and Recommendations
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III. Preventive and Advisory Inspection

Issues: Although, as per the law, the inspection 
shall be a preventive measure, the focus being 
placed on its advisory feature, in reality the cur-
rent system of state inspections is focused mainly 
on punitive measures oriented towards penalising 
the Economic Operators. 

The business people consider that when Inspec-
tors visit their companies, from the very beginning 
they are convinced that the undertakings operate 
with irregularities and breaches; therefore, they 
have great chances to complete the inspection by 
getting money or gifts. All state inspection gaps 
and problems of identified by the Economic Oper-
ators, are, de facto, means and methods of putting 
“pressure” used by Control Bodies to demonstrate 
that the Economic Operator committed infringe-
ments, having in this way substantive “arguments” 
to “negotiate” the reward/carrot for not punishing 
the individual subject to inspection. In fact, “pe-
nalising” means deriving certain material benefits/
advantages from those companies. 

Recommendations: In order to apply efficiently 
the inspection advisory principles and its preven-
tive feature in practice, and to avoid the negative 
consequences of state inspections, the Business 
recommended to draft a specific law or make ad-
denda to Law No. 131/2012 by inserting a rule ac-
cording to which the first inspection visit carried 
out by public authorities would be an informative 
visit, not resulting in imposing penalties or restric-
tive measures, granting sufficient time to Econom-
ic Operators to remedy the detected shortcomings. 

In the Business vision, this mechanism shall work 
as follows:

1. initially, an Economic Operator shall be subject 
to an advisory inspection, and no penalties or 
restrictive measures should be imposed;

2. the Inspector shall conduct an analysis of the 
Economic Operator activity and state non-com-
pliant findings, if any;

3. the Inspector shall produce a list of actions and 
measures, as per the requirements laid down by 
regulatory documents, which shall be under-
taken by the Economic Operator to remedy the 
shortcomings;

4. the Inspector, jointly with the Economic Oper-
ator, shall determine the deadline (within the 
timeframes laid down by law) for remedying 
the shortcomings, having produced and signed 
a document (plan) to this end;

5. after the expiry of the deadline, the Control 
Body shall check the extent to which the agreed 
upon actions and measures have been carried 
out;

6. if the Economic Operator failed to remedy the 
shortcomings, he/she shall be penalised as per 
the law. 

Expected Results: Introducing some tools that 
would prevent breaches to be committed; inform-
ing and advising the Economic Operators, grant-
ing them the possibility to adjust the minor devi-
ations, and providing them with an appropriate 
timeframe to remove the shortcomings.
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V.  IDIS “Viitorul” Recommendations

Government and Parliament

I. Provide some regulatory tools to ensure prevention of breaches and contraventions committed by 
Economic Operators. A special law could be developed to this end, i.e. a Prevention Law or make some 
amendments and addenda to the Contravention Code No.218/2008 and/or to Law No.131/2012 on 
State Inspection on Business Activity. The following tools could be used for this purpose:

1. When the Inspection Protocol states a contraventions committed by an Economic Operator: if this is an 
infringement committed for the first time, the Economic Operator shall be warned without imposing 
complementary penalties, and a Remedial Action Plan shall be devised and attached to the Protocol. 
The Remedial Action Plan shall contain measures to be undertaken in order to meet the obligations 
provided by law, and a deadline for addressing the detected irregularities (for instance: 90 days at most). 
Within the stated period (for instance: 10 days) after the date of expiry of the remedial timeframe, the 
Control Body shall resume the inspection and check the extent to which the prescribed remedial meas-
ures have been carried out.

2. Insert the obligation for the Control Bodies to provide guidance to Economic Operators in order to 
apply the legal provisions correctly and uniformly (nowadays, Law No.131/2012 stipulates only the 
fundamental principle of inspection, i.e. its consultative aspect, without any elaborations). To this end, 
the Control Bodies shall be responsible for:
a) publishing high-frequency cases (typical breaches) on the public authorities WEB pages, on www.

controale.gov.md and guiding solutions issued for such cases;
b) developing guidance and control procedures and their publication on the WEB pages to be used by 

all competent persons in the course of inspection; 
c) developing documentary materials and handbooks and their publication on the WEB pages intend-

ed to raise Economic Operators’ awareness on the rights and obligations of Control Bodies and of 
Economic Operators subject to inspection; publication of provisions of the legislation in force, hav-
ing stated clearly for each Control Body the possible breaches regarding the Economic Operators, 
contraventions, penalties and other applicable measures. 

3. Explicit specification in Law No.131/2012 of situations and infringements for which no penalties or 
restrictive measures shall be imposed by Control Bodies. In particular, it is appropriate to state that no 
penalties would be imposed if unintended breaches are detected that caused no material damage, while 
the irregularities can be addressed by the Economic Operator, who would be granted enough time to 
this end in the prescriptions issued by the Control Body. Such provisions could be included in Art.3, 
which stipulates the fundamental principles of inspections, and in Art.51, which governs the general 
limits of inspections and the measures undertaken in the course of inspection.

http://www.controale.gov.md
http://www.controale.gov.md
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4. Setting up in Law No.131/2012 (Art.29 (4)) a maximum period to address the shortcomings stated in 
the prescriptions issued by the Control Bodies (for instance: 90 days), to grant the Economic Operator 
enough time to remedy the issues. 

II. Expand the provisions of Law No.131/2012 on State Inspection on Business Activity on inspections 
carried out by the State Tax Service. To this end, it would be required to repeal the exemption referred 
to in Art.1 (4) e) of the Law. As a result, the inspection carried out by the State Tax Service would 
be subject to fundamental principles, general rules and requirements stipulated by Law No.131/2012, 
which governs all inspections.

State Chancellery

III. Establishment, by the State Chancellery, of efficient and confidential channels for Economic Op-
erators to report non-compliant conduct of inspectors and of reporting channels through which the 
competent law enforcement bodies to be notified. The State Chancellery, as a body responsible for 
inspection oversight, following the consideration of petitions and complaints received from Econom-
ic Operators through reporting systems, shall provide advisory support to companies and notify the 
empowered law enforcement bodies by all means.

IV. The State Chancellery shall step up the efforts aimed at inspection oversight, in particular, the un-
announced inspections carried out by the Control Bodies on which there is reliable information on 
abuses and breaches of legal provisions (following the petitions and complaints lodged by Economic 
Operators). If defective systemic practices in the area of state inspections are detected, the State Chan-
cellery shall come up with solutions to improve the situation, and to provide such information and 
analyses to the National Dispute Resolution Council in the area of State Inspection (when the latter 
commence its work).

Control Bodies

V. Proper implementation by Control Bodies of requirements for conducting state inspections referred to 
in Law No.131/2012, at all inspection phases:

Pre-inspection phase:
 ensure compliance with the minimum and maximum period for sending the Inspection Approval 

Form (for the planned inspection);
 register all planned inspection plans in the State Register of Inspections;
 ensure better planning and coordination of inspections to avoid overlapping and duplication;

 Inspection phase:
 conduct the inspection without affecting the regular activity of the Economic Operator;
 reduce the duration and completing the inspection when it is obvious that the Inspector’s possibili-

ties to conduct the inspection have been exhausted;
 avoid the extension of the unannounced inspection period when there is no need or substantiated 

reasons for that;
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 cease requesting information and documents, which are not related to the inspection subject-matter 
(including personal data or information related to commercial secrecy);

 Post-inspection phase:
 non-application of penalties and restrictive measures in case of detecting an unintended breach, 

which caused no material damage and could be addressed by the Economic Operator;
 grant enough/more time to the Economic Operator upon the issuance of prescriptions to remove 

the detected shortcomings;

VI. Develop, implement and observe the anti-corruption compliance and integrity rules and standards, 
the ethics and professional conduct rules in the activity of Control Bodies. To this end, the Control 
Bodies shall be guided by the provisions of Integrity Law No.82/2017 and by the related regulatory 
framework subordinated to this Law. Moreover, further efforts are possible and will be required to 
implement the International Standard for Anti-Bribery Management Systems ISO 37001:2016.

VII. Implement an efficient internal system to report all non-compliant conduct of inspectors, having 
ensured confidentiality and protection to whistleblowers (public and private). To this end, the provi-
sions of the Law on Whistleblowers will be applied upon its enactment on 17 November 2018.

VIII. Implement, by the Control Body Management, financial incentives linked to compliant actions, 
absence of disciplinary penalties, integrity and correct decisions taken by inspectors in the course of 
state inspections. Pursuant to Government Decision No.331/2012 on Civil Servants’ Wages, the Con-
trol Body Management shall grant an annual bonus, equal to 10% of the overall yearly wage, as well 
as other incentives under the conditions set out by an internal regulatory document of the authority.

Economic Operators

IX. Develop and implement corporate governance, anti-bribery, business integrity and ethics rules 
and standards. To this end, the undertakings shall be responsible for developing and implementing 
Business Ethics Codes/ Corporate Governance Codes and/or Anti-bribery Compliance Programmes, 
which would transpose the international anti-bribery standards and principles into practice, as well as 
the national anti-corruption legislation. 

X. Use the rights covered by Law No.131/2012 and challenge the Inspection Protocol and other docu-
ments issued by the Control Body whenever such documents are unlawful, groundless and abusive. 

Business Associations and Chambers of Commerce and Industry

XI. Develop and implement corporate governance, anti-bribery, business integrity and ethics rules and 
standards, as well as apply the International Standard for Anti-Bribery Management Systems ISO 
37001:2016. The Associations shall lead and boost the development of such standards by their mem-
bers.

XII. Train the members of Business Associations and the Chambers of Commerce and Industry on corpo-
rate governance, anti-bribery rules and standards, business integrity and ethics, as well as provide 
support to their members in developing and implementing such standards and rules.
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XIII. Strengthen the role of Business Associations and of Chambers of Commerce and Industry as whis-
tleblowers of corruption deeds and denunciators of such deeds with the competent bodies. They 
shall, from the one side, establish efficient and confidential reporting channels for their members 
and, from the other side, establish reporting channels with the competent law enforcement bodies.

XIV. Provide legal assistance to their members whenever they face corruption deeds in practice. Business 
Associations and Chambers of Commerce and Industry have the possibility to hire a Lawyer or an 
Attorney at Law who would provide legal assistance to their members: either primary assistance/
consulting or legal assistance in Courts. Only by joint action and by developing a common system of 
protection within the private sector it would be possible to succeed and demonstrate to all that such 
conduct would not be tolerated anymore.

XV. Create anti-corruption coalitions at the level of branch, sector, and region or at the national level. 
The collective action would enable congregating the efforts to fight corruption, having involved dif-
ferent stakeholders; collaborating and building an anti-bribery alliance, launching anti-corruption 
initiatives, establishing an integrity movement, which would lead to a clean and honest business envi-
ronment.

What is coming next?

The Business perception outcomes in terms of state inspections and the Economic Operators’ solutions to 
mitigate the corruption risks in the course of inspections would serve as a starting point for future analy-
ses, research and recommendations aimed at improving the regulatory framework in this area.

The Institute for Development and Social Initiatives “Viitorul” and members of the National Business 
Agenda expressed their availability to collaborate with the public authorities responsible for developing 
public policy and with Control Bodies responsible for policy implementation with the aim to remedy the 
gaps and problems in the course of state inspections and identify solutions to build up an efficient and 
transparent system of state inspection on business activity.





   

IDIS „Viitorul” reprezintă o instituţie de cercetare, instruire şi iniţiativă publică, care activează pe o serie de
domenii legate de: analiză economică, guvernare, cercetare politică, plani care strategică şi management
al cunoştinţelor. IDIS activează în calitate de platformă comună care reuneşte tineri intelectuali, preocupaţi
de succesul tranziţiei spre economia de piaţă şi societatea deschisă în Republica Moldova.

Institutul pentru Dezvoltare şi Iniţiative Sociale (IDIS) „Viitorul” este succesorul de drept al Fundaţiei Viitorul, 
şi păstrează în linii mari tradiţiile, obiectivele şi principiile de acţiune ale fundaţiei, printre care se numără: 
formarea de instituţii democratice şi dezvoltarea unui spirit de responsabilitate efectivă printre oamenii 
politici, funcţionari publici şi cetăţenii ţării noastre, consolidarea societăţii civile şi spiritului critic, promovarea 
libertăţilor şi valorilor unei societăţi deschise, modernizate şi pro-europene.
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